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Abstract 
Dating is normative in adolescence and young adulthood, but can be disrupted 
and distressing to individuals experiencing dating anxiety. Cognitive-behavioral theories 
suggest dating anxiety impacts romantic cognitions and behaviors, and romantic 
cognitions and behaviors impact dating anxiety. Thus far, investigators have been unable 
to explore the interplay between dating anxiety and romantic cognitions and behaviors 
because studies are limited by cross-sectional designs. The present study examined 
longitudinal associations between two types of dating anxiety (dating interactions and 
active intentions for dating) and romantic appeal, jealousy, and compliance during 
conflict. Two hundred adolescents participated in the study, which began in the 10th 
grade and continued for nearly eight years. Autoregressive latent trajectory models 
revealed appeal, jealousy and compliance were concurrently associated with dating 
anxiety from adolescence to young adulthood. These cognitions and behaviors also 
predicted changes in dating anxiety during adolescence and young adulthood, but not 
vice versa, with one exception. There was some evidence that anxiety predicts an 
increase in jealousy over time. The findings suggest cognitive modifications of romantic 
appeal and jealousy as well as social skills interventions to reduce jealous behavior and 
submissive compliance during conflict could have ongoing benefits for dating anxious 
individuals. Bidirectional associations between active intentions anxiety and jealousy also 
highlight jealousy’s role in maintaining anxiety. This study moves the field toward an 
  




ultimate goal of enabling adolescents and young adults with dating anxiety to initiate, 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 Dating is a salient developmental task in adolescence and young adulthood. Early 
adolescents spend increasingly more time with the other sex peer group, whether in the 
classroom or at mixed-gender parties, trips to the movies, or other social activities.  
Group interactions with potential dating partners provide an opportunity for teens to 
transition to group dates and later to individual dates (Connolly, Craig, Goldberg, & 
Pepler, 2004; Connolly, Furman & Konarski, 2000). Positive romantic experiences 
provide many benefits for adolescents and young adults such as helping them to develop 
interpersonal skills (Furman & Shaffer, 2003), protect against social and dating anxiety 
(La Greca & Harrison, 2005; Winkles & Furman, 2012), increase perceptions of romantic 
appeal (Winkles & Furman, 2012) and promote healthy sexual development (Welsh, 
Haugen, Widman, Darling, & Grello, 2005).  
 Because interactions with actual and potential romantic partners are normative 
and beneficial to adolescents and young adults, anxiety in these situations may be quite 
distressing. In a high school sample, 42% of emotions attributed to interactions with the 
other-sex were negative including anxiety, anger, jealousy and depression (Wilson-
Shockly, 1995). Adolescents are still developing an ability to identify emotion in 
themselves and others and use this information for self-regulation and problem solving 
(Larson, Clore & Wood, 1999; Mayer & Salovey, 1997). Thus, such distress may 
  




interfere with the initiation, development, and maintenance of intimate romantic 
relationships and their potential benefits. 
 The present study focuses on the difficult emotion of dating anxiety. Dating 
anxiety is defined as distressing inhibition and worry about evaluation experienced while 
interacting with actual and potential dating partners (Glickman & La Greca, 2004). 
Thirty-one percent of undergraduates report feeling “somewhat” or “very” anxious about 
dating (Arkowitz, Hinton, Perl, & Himadi, 1978). Many dating anxious individuals avoid 
social situations including interactions with potential romantic partners and are less likely 
to be involved in a romantic relationship (Calvert, Moore, & Jensen, 1987; Dodge, 
Heimberg, Nyman, & O’Brien, 1985; Glickman & La Greca, 2004; La Greca & 
Harrsison, 2005), which deprives the individual from benefits associated with dating. A 
common comparison is made between dating anxiety and social anxiety, which is 
characterized by fear of humiliating and embarrassing one’s self (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013). Indeed, the two are moderately to strongly correlated in adolescence 
and young adulthood (Calvert, et al., 1987; Glickman & La Greca, 2004). High 
proportions of socially anxious adolescents report anxiety in dating-relevant situations 
such as initiating or joining a conversation (87 percent), attending parties (90 percent) 
and attending dances or activity nights (91 percent) (Beidel et al., 2007).   
 Despite the overlap between social and dating anxiety, dating anxiety is also 
distinct and deserves attention in its own right. Although both social and dating anxiety 
involve interpersonal and social aspects of anxiety in interactive settings, social anxiety is 
a more global phenomenon. Some adolescents and young adults who experience dating 
anxiety may feel relaxed and confident in most social situations, but experience anxiety 
  




primarily during dating interactions. Dating and social anxiety may also follow different 
courses of development. Social anxiety disorder has an average onset in mid-adolescence 
(Turner, Biedel, Dancu & Keys, 1986). The prevalence of social anxiety increases during 
the transition to adulthood; four percent of 14-to 17-year-olds meet criteria for social 
anxiety disorder, compared to 8.7% of 18- to 24-year-olds (Wittchen, Stein & Kessler, 
1999). Conversely, adolescents may experience more dating anxiety than young adults. 
Dating anxiety may be a normative worry in novel dating situations and therefore most 
prevalent and intense in adolescence. Empirical work to date indeed supports dating 
anxiety as a distinct and important phenomenon. Previous studies found dating anxiety to 
be correlated with relevant dating experiences (i.e., dating status and number of recent 
dates) even after accounting for social anxiety (Calvert, Moore, & Jensen, 1987; 
Glickman & La Greca, 2004). Although dating anxiety has existed in the literature in 
some form or another for over 85 years (Flugel, 1927), research was scarce until the 
1970’s. During that time, many of the studies utilized samples of undergraduate males 
and investigated treatments, with a few exceptions pertinent to the current study.  Recent 
studies include more diverse samples and a few pose questions pertinent to the present 
study, but dating anxiety studies are less prevalent in the last two decades. Therefore, the 
hypotheses formulated in the present study draw largely from the literature on behaviors 
and cognitions associated with social anxiety. 
 The cognitive-behavioral formulation of social anxiety highlights the differences 
in cognitions and behaviors of more anxious compared to less anxious individuals. 
Cognitive-behavioral theories suggest that behaviors and biased cognitions associated 
with anxiety contribute to dating and relationship impairment. In behavioral studies, 
  




socially anxious early adolescents and adults are rated as less skilled during conversation 
simulations compared to less socially anxious individuals (Alfano, Beidel, & Turner, 
2006; Beidel, Turner & Dancu, 1985).  More specifically, socially anxious individuals 
tend to display less appropriate gaze (Beidel et al., 1985), appear more anxious (Alfano, 
et al., 2006), make more body-focused gestures, pause more during conversational turn 
taking (Cappella, 1985), make more apologies (Halberstadt & Greene, 1993), and face 
the conversation partner less often (Walters & Hope, 1998) relative to less anxious 
individuals. Socially anxious females are also perceived as less similar to their female 
conversation partners which leads to less desire for future interaction (Papsdorf & Alden, 
1998). During conversations with romantic partners, socially anxious undergraduates in 
heterosexual relationships make less eye contact and fewer smiles, make fewer gestures 
and head nods, engage in less touching, initiate less conversation, and speak more softly 
compared to nonanxious individuals (Wenzel, Graff-Dolezal, Macho, & Brendle, 2005). 
Adults diagnosed with social anxiety also report less emotional expression, self-
disclosure, and intimacy in their romantic relationships compared to community controls 
(Sparrevohn & Rapee, 2009).  Many of the behaviors associated with anxiety, such as 
avoidance,  are referred to in the social anxiety literature as “safety behaviors” and are 
intended to prevent feared catastrophes such as rejection, awkwardness, or criticism 
(Clark & Wells, 1995).  
 The cognitive-behavioral formulation of social anxiety also emphasizes faulty 
appraisal of performance and the likelihood of an aversive outcome, resulting in negative 
automatic thoughts. Automatic thoughts quickly arise and can reflect a core belief about 
self, others, or the world. Cognitive theorists argue our thoughts and interpretations 
  




generate arousal, and these thoughts are powerful even in the absence of external signals 
(Gilbert, 2001). Cognitive-behavioral theories further suggest automatic thought 
processes interfere with the execution of appropriate behaviors described above. Socially 
anxious individuals experience unreasonable worry about embarrassing or humiliating 
themselves and use a “better safe than sorry” cognitive strategy, which can lead to an 
overestimate of the harmfulness of social situations (Gilbert, 2001; Mesa, Nieves & 
Beidel, 2011). They expect to perform poorly in social interactions, experience negative 
self-talk and cognitions during these interactions, and perceive themselves as less able to 
generate conversation (Alfano, et al., 2006; Beidel et al., 1985; Dodge, Heimberg, 
Nyman & O’Brien, 1985).  Many socially anxious individuals also experience self-
focused attention during social interaction, defined as “an awareness of self-referent, 
internally generated information that stands in contrast to an awareness of externally 
generated information derived through sensory receptors” (Ingram, 1990, p. 156). A 
comprehensive review of attentional focus and social anxiety is available from Bögels 
and Mansell (2004). 
 A cognitive-behavioral framework further posits that cognitive biases and 
behaviors described above maintain anxiety. However, the causal direction between 
behaviors, cognitions, and anxiety is unclear (Higa-McMillan & Ebesutani, 2011 ). 
Individuals may start with biased cognitions and ineffective behaviors and encounter a 
social situation in which these deficits create a difficult social situation, which then 
increases anxiety. Alternatively, anxiety may lead to safety behaviors (e.g., avoiding self-
disclosure, standing in a dark corner of the room) intended to prevent a feared outcome, 
  




but may have the consequence of maintaining anxiety by confirming expectations for 
social awkwardness or rejection (Clark & Wells, 1995). 
The cognitive-behavioral theory of social anxiety can be extended to dating 
anxiety. That is, the behaviors and cognitions of adolescents and young adults 
experiencing greater dating anxiety may differ from individuals experiencing little dating 
anxiety and may maintain dating anxiety. Consistent with studies on social anxiety, 
dating anxious females make less eye contact and males utter fewer words and are judged 
as less socially skilled when interacting with the other sex (Arkowitz, Lichtenstein, 
McGovern, & Hines, 1975; Greenwald, 1977).   A more recent study found fewer 
positive and more negative qualities in heterosexual romantic relationships are associated 
with greater dating anxiety (La Greca & Mackey, 2007).  Empirical studies on the 
cognitive processes of dating anxious individuals are lacking, but their automatic 
thoughts may be similar to those experienced by socially anxious individuals. Again, we 
do not know whether associated behaviors and cognitions result from or cause anxiety 
because previous studies are limited by correlational or cross-sectional designs. Dating 
anxiety may be especially relevant to romantic cognitions and behaviors. Cognitions 
about one’s romantic appeal, giving into a partner’s wants during romantic relationship 
conflict (compliance), and romantic jealousy (considered to be both a cognition and a 
behavior), may be influenced by dating anxiety. Conversely, these romantic cognitions 
and behaviors may influence dating anxiety. Compliance during conflict and jealousy 
might directly contribute to and exacerbate feelings of dating anxiety and positive 
perceptions of appeal might protect against dating anxiety. Furthermore, even when 
dating partners change and a new relationship begins, past cognitions and behaviors (for 
  




better or worse) may have a lasting impact on anxiety and expectations for interpersonal 
judgment. Links between dating anxiety and specific romantic cognitions and behaviors 
are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.   
 Romantic appeal, defined as confidence in one’s ability to attract romantic 
interest, is expected to be related to dating anxiety.  Anxiety is expected to decrease 
perceptions of appeal for at least two reasons. First, negative automatic thoughts and 
worries about adequacy may translate into underestimates of worth and desirability as a 
romantic partner. Wenzel and Emerson (2009) found socially anxious heterosexual 
undergraduates perceive their own mate value to be lower, relative to less anxious 
undergraduates. They make low estimates about whether potential mates would be 
interested in engaging in relationship and sexual behaviors with them, except in situations 
when the initiator has low physical attractiveness. Similarly, individuals with social 
anxiety rate their conversation partners’ liking for them lower than less anxious subjects 
when conversing with an experimental confederate of the other sex; they underestimate 
their partners’ true feelings (Alden & Wallace, 1995). Second, self-focused awareness of 
these automatic thoughts and anxious behaviors may generate doubt about whether a 
partner would want to date (or continue dating) an anxious person. Shy individuals 
believe that their anxiety is visible to other-sex conversation partners and that partners 
subsequently think less of them (Jones & Briggs, 1984). Conversely, perceiving oneself 
as romantically appealing may protect against anxiety in dating situations. Having 
confidence that partners or potential partners are interested could decrease inhibition and 
worries about evaluation. Although extant research has only investigated social anxiety’s 
  




association with appeal, similar links are expected between romantic appeal and dating 
anxiety. 
 Whereas romantic appeal is potentially a protective romantic experience, other 
cognitions and behaviors such as jealousy may exacerbate dating anxiety or be 
perpetuated by anxiety. Romantic jealousy is defined as a reaction to a situation 
perceived as threatening to a valued romantic relationship.  The threat may be real or 
imagined. Negative automatic thoughts such as doubting one’s ability to make favorable 
impressions on others (Alfano et al., 2006) and mistrusting others (Kachin, Newman & 
Pincus, 2001) may be particularly salient when there is a perception of romantic 
competition (Gilbert, 2001). Similarly, dating anxiety is expected to increase detective or 
protective acts and worries about potential rivals. 
 Conversely, jealousy may lead to greater dating anxiety. Detective acts of 
jealousy may reveal minor normative transgressions or ambiguous situations, which an 
anxious individual could interpret as disloyalty. Such an interpretation could make one 
more anxious about whether they are being evaluated positively by actual and potential 
romantic partners. There is a dearth of research on dating anxiety and jealousy despite 
theoretical support for an association. In a sample of Italian undergraduates, trait anxiety 
was positively correlated with romantic jealousy (de Moja, 1986). Despite a modicum of 
empirical evidence, de Moja’s study provides some support for the theory linking dating 
anxiety and jealousy.  
 Finally, conflict resolution styles, especially compliance, may link bidirectionally 
with dating anxiety. Specifically, dating anxiety may predict increases in compliance, 
defined as giving into a partner’s wants and needs and not defending one’s position 
  




during conflict. Indeed, previous studies found in comparison to less anxious individuals, 
socially anxious individuals tend to be exploitable, overly nurturant, interpersonally 
dependent, conflict avoidant, lack assertion, and express less emotion in close 
relationships (Davila & Beck, 2002; Grant, Beck, Farrow, & Davila, 2007; Kachin et al., 
2001; Kashdan, Volkmann, Breen, & Han, 2007). Socially anxious adults report greater 
overall anger compared to  individuals without significant psychological distress, but tend 
to suppress their anger or direct it inward (e.g., harboring grudges, being secretly critical, 
and sulking), which may be a safety behavior (Erwin, Heimbeg, Schneier, & Liebowitz, 
2003).  When problems are discussed, anxious individuals may have more difficulty 
modulating emotion or may not have the skills to communicate their needs and opinions.  
 In the reverse direction, compliance could predict increases in dating anxiety. 
Although compliance is likely used as a behavioral strategy to preserve the relationship 
or avoid negative judgment and distressing anxiety, it may actually predict increases in 
dating anxiety because interpersonal conflicts are left unresolved. Additional research is 
needed to clarify the influence of conflict compliance on dating anxiety.    
Current Study 
  A review of the literature highlights many unanswered questions regarding 
causes and consequences of social fears, especially in the romantic context. The present 
study aims to address these gaps from a cognitive-behavioral framework. Previous 
studies are limited by correlational and cross-sectional designs. Longitudinal methods are 
required to illuminate the direction of effects between dating anxiety and romantic 
cognitions and behaviors. To our knowledge, this will be only the second longitudinal 
study of dating anxiety (preceded by Winkles & Furman, 2012). Furthermore, little is 
  




known about the developmental course of dating anxiety, but it may be relatively 
normative in adolescence and decrease with accumulation of experience in the romantic 
context. Again, longitudinal research is needed to better understand these developmental 
trajectories. Interacting with potential or actual romantic partners is not only ubiquitous 
in adolescence and young adulthood, (Connolly et al., 1999; Connolly et al., 2000), but 
also dating has many potential benefits for adolescent social development (Furman & 
Shaffer, 2003; Welsh et al., 2005). Dating anxiety is quite prevalent in the romantic 
context (Arkowitz et al., 1978)  and avoiding romantic interaction due to fear can be quite 
disruptive in the daily lives and long-term development of adolescents and young adults. 
Understanding the associations between dating anxiety and romantic cognitions and 
behaviors could inform treatment for couples or anxious individuals.  
 The aim of this study is to assess the direction of effects between dating anxiety 
and perceptions of romantic appeal, jealousy, and compliant conflict style across seven 
waves of data spanning nearly eight years. Overall, I propose a bidirectional relationship.  
Hypotheses 
 The cognitive-behavioral framework emphasizes the significance of biased 
cognitions and behaviors that are associated with dating anxiety as well as the potential 
for these cognitions and behaviors to maintain anxiety. Specifically, dating anxiety may 
influence cognitions and behaviors that occur in the dating context including appeal, 
jealousy, and compliance and they are expected to maintain dating anxiety. These 
bidirectional associations are expected to have lasting effects over time. Following is a 
summary of specific primary hypotheses: 
  




1. Dating anxiety is hypothesized to predict a decrease in perceptions of romantic 
appeal. 
2.  Perceptions of romantic appeal are likely to predict a decrease in dating anxiety. 
3. Dating anxiety is expected to predict an increase in jealousy.  
4.  Jealousy is hypothesized to predict an increase in dating anxiety. 
5. Compliance is likely to predict an increase in dating anxiety.  
6. Dating anxiety is expected to predict an increase in compliance. 
 Although this study focuses on the direction of effects between dating anxiety and 
perceptions of romantic appeal, jealousy, and compliance, I also investigate 
developmental changes in dating anxiety.  The transition from adolescence to adulthood 
is an important stage of development, especially in romantic functioning, and little is 
known about changes in romantic development (see Furman & Winkles, 2011 for a 
review). Just as fear of the dark is normative in preschool and dissipates with maturity, 
dating anxiety may be normative during adolescence and decrease over time. One study 
found adolescents in tenth grade report greater dating anxiety than those in later grades 
(Glickman & La Greca, 2004). Another study found more casual dating involvement 
predicts a decrease in dating anxiety over time (Winkles and Furman, 2012). Both studies 
suggest dating anxiety decreases with experience and practice. By examining changes in 
dating anxiety over more than seven years of data, we can acquire a better understanding 
of the intensity of distress experienced by adolescents and young adults.     
 The present study also asks whether the rate of change in dating anxiety, as 
represented by the slope, is correlated with rates of change in appeal, jealousy, and 
compliance. Specifically, the slope of dating anxiety may be inversely related to the slope 
  




of appeal but positively correlated with the slope of jealousy or compliance.  
Furthermore,  the mean level of dating anxiety in the first wave may be correlated with 
increasing or decreasing developmental trajectories of appeal, jealousy, and appeal, and 
vice versa. For instance, adolescents and young adults with a higher level of dating 
anxiety in tenth grade are expected to experience a steeper increase in jealousy and 
steeper decreases in romantic appeal. Conversely, initial levels of appeal, jealousy and 
compliance may be correlated with increases or decreases in dating anxiety over time. 
Specifically, adolescents and young adults with higher jealousy or compliance in tenth 
grade may experience steeper increases in dating anxiety. Those reporting higher levels 
of appeal may experience steeper declines in anxiety.   
  
  







Chapter Two: Methods 
Participants 
The participants were part of a longitudinal study investigating the role of 
relationships with parents, peers, and romantic partners on psychosocial adjustment in 
adolescence and young adulthood. Two hundred 10
th
 grade high school students (100 
boys, 100 girls) were recruited from a diverse range of neighborhoods and schools in a 
large Western metropolitan area.  Brochures and letters were sent to families residing in 
various zip codes and to students enrolled in schools in ethnically diverse districts. The 
ascertainment rate could not be determined because we used brochures and because many 
of the families that received letters did not have a family member in the 10
th
 grade. To 
encourage responses, families were paid $25 to hear a description of the project in their 
home. Of the families that heard the description, 85.5% expressed interest and carried 
through with the first assessment.  
The sample was designed to be relatively representative of the ethnicity of the 
United States. The sample consisted of 11.5% African American, 12.5% Hispanic, 1.5% 
Native American, 1% Asian American, 4% biracial, and 69.5% White, non- Hispanics. 
The mean age in the first wave was approximately 15 years, 11 months. Regarding family 
structure, 57.5% were residing with two biological or adoptive parents, 11.5% were 
residing with a biological or adoptive parent and a step parent or partner, and the final 
31% were residing with a single parent or relative. With regard to socioeconomic status, 
  




55.4% of the adolescents’ mothers had a college degree, which is typical for an ethnically 
representative sample from this particular Metropolitan area. The sample was of average 
intelligence and comparable to national norms on various measures of externalizing and 
internalizing symptomology as well as substance use (see Furman, Low & Ho, 2009). 
The proportion of participants identifying as bisexual, gay, lesbian or questioning tended 
to increase during the transition from adolescence to young adulthood. In the first wave, 
94.6% of participants reported a heterosexual/straight orientation, whereas the remaining 
5.4% said they were bisexual, gay, lesbian, or questioning in tenth grade. In wave 7, 
10.7% of participants identified as bisexual, gay, lesbian, or questioning.  
Procedure 
For the purposes of the current study data were drawn from the first seven waves 
of the project. Measurements were approximately one year apart during waves one 
through four; the fourth through seventh waves were 18 months apart. The study began 
when most participants were in the 10th grade and continued for nearly eight years. The 
mean age in the first wave was approximately 15 years, 11 months and in the last wave 
was approximately 23 years, 8 months. These waves of data were chosen to capture a 
span of time when dating is increasingly more salient as adolescents transition into young 
adulthood. At each wave, participants were asked whether they dated someone for at least 
one month within the past year. In the first wave, 58 percent reported dating a partner for 
at least one month in the last year; by the seventh wave 68 percent had such a relationship 
in the last year.  
In each wave, participants completed questionnaires about romantic relationships 
and adjustment. Written informed consent was obtained from the participant’s parent, and 
  




assent or consent was obtained from the participant. The participant received financial 
compensation for completing the questionnaires.  
Dating Anxiety. The Dating Anxiety Survey (DAS; Calvert, Moore & Jensen, 
1987) assesses three aspects of anxiety that occur around potential or actual romantic 
partners: Passive Contact, Active Intentions for Dating, and Dating Interactions. The 
present study focuses on the latter two, active intentions anxiety and dating interactions 
anxiety. Active Intentions for Dating reflects inhibition and distress while initiating an 
interaction with a potential date (e.g., “Asking a member of the opposite/same sex to go 
to a party with you.”); and Dating Interactions reflects inhibition and distress during an 
actual date (e.g., “Trying to make a good impression while on the date.”). The Active 
Intentions for Dating scale and Dating Interactions scale each include eight items rated on 
a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (no anxiety) to 5 (very much anxiety). The reliabilities of 
the two subscales, as determined by coefficient alpha, ranged from .92 to .94 across the 
seven waves. 
 Romantic Appeal. Participants completed abbreviated forms of Harter’s (1988) 
Adolescent Self-Perception Profile (ASPP). For the purposes of the present study, we 
examined the romantic appeal domain of the ASPP. Romantic appeal assesses 
participants’ confidence in attaining the romantic relationships they would like to have 
(e.g., “Some teens usually don’t go out with people they would really like to date BUT 
other teens do go out with people they really want to date”). The scale consists of five 
items which were rated on a four-point structured alternative format. The reliability of the 
romantic appeal subscale ranges from .65 to .84 across seven waves. 
  




Romantic Jealousy. The Multidimensional Jealousy Scale (MJS) (Pfeiffer & 
Wong, 1989) contains 24 items assessing participants’ reactions to jealousy-invoking 
situations. Participants were asked to report on their current relationship. If they were 
single at the time of assessment, they reported on their most significant relationship from 
the past year. There are 8 items on each of three scales: cognitive, behavioral, and 
emotional jealousy. The cognitive scale asks, “How often do you have the following 
thoughts about your boy/girlfriend?” “I suspect that my boy/girlfriend may be attracted to 
someone else” is an example of an item that falls on the cognitive scale.  The behavioral 
scale asks, “How often do you engage in the following behaviors?” A sample item from 
the behavioral jealousy scale is “I call my boy/girlfriend unexpectedly, just to see if he or 
she is there.” The emotional jealousy scale asks participants, “How would you 
emotionally react to the following behaviors?” For instance, one item reads, “Your 
boy/girlfriend is flirting with someone of the opposite sex.” All items are rated on 5-point 
Likert scales. The present study employs a total jealousy score, which averages each 
participant’s ratings on the three jealousy scales. The reliability of the Total Jealousy 
scale, as determined by coefficient alpha, ranged from .84 to .90 across the seven waves. 
 Compliant Conflict Resolution Style.  Participants’ tendency to utilize a 
compliant conflict resolution style in their current or most significant relationship in the 
past year was assessed using the Conflict Resolution Styles Inventory (CRSI; Kurdek, 
1994). On a 5-point scale ranging from never (1) to always (5), participants indicated 
how frequently they use compliance (e.g., "Giving in with little attempt to present his/her 
side of the issue") to deal with arguments and disagreements. The reliability of the 
compliance subscale ranges from .70 to .88 across seven waves.  
  





To investigate questions related to the stability of developmental processes and 
longitudinal interplay between anxiety and romantic cognitions and behaviors, the current 
study used Autoregressive Latent Trajectory (ALT) modeling. ALTs incorporate latent 
growth curves (LGC) and autoregressive cross-lagged models into a flexible, hybrid 
model. A basic explanation of these techniques is presented below; for a more extensive 
description specific to ALT models, see Bollen & Curren (2004) and Morin et al. (2011). 
Autoregressive cross-lagged modeling is well suited for examining stochastic, time-
specific relations between dating anxiety and romantic cognitions and behaviors over 
time. Components of latent growth curves, including slope and intercept, reflect an 
underlying growth trajectory. Therefore, associations are investigated by two parts in 
ALT models: (a) time-specific influences between repeated measures that reflect 
individual state-like deviations from the overall trajectories and (b) overall trajectories 
and their interrelationships. Combining these different forms of measurement into an 
autoregressive latent trajectory allows for a comprehensive empirical evaluation of the 
associations between dating anxiety and romantic cognitions and behaviors in 
adolescence and young adulthood. ALT models, like autoregressive models, remove the 
initial repeated measure of each variable from the LGC part of the model and treat it as 
predetermined (unaffected by trajectory factors or other measurement points) for model 
identification and to avoid problems of infinite regress (for additional discussions of this 
issue, see Bollen & Curran, 2004, 2006).  The first measurement differs from the 
intercept because in ALT models, the intercept represents the portion of Time 2 
remaining unexplained by Time 1.    
  




In the current study, preliminary unconditional autoregressive models, latent 
growth curves, and ALT models were estimated for each variable separately. These 
univariate analyses were conducted to understand the nature of change in each variable. 
For each variable, eight univariate models were evaluated. First, an unconditional latent 
growth curve model where individual differences in development are freely estimated 
over time was compared to a linear latent growth curve where development occurs at a 
continuous rate of change over time. Next, data were modeled with autoregressive paths, 
where a variable is an additive function of its immediately preceding value plus residual 
error. Third, a full ALT model was evaluated. Fourth, an ALT model with autoregression 
paths set to equal zero acted as an LGC and was compared to a full ALT model. Finally 
three models were built sequentially upon the full ALT model: (a) ALT with no slope 
variance, (b) ALT with no slope, and (c) ALT with fixed regressions. For each variable, 
chi-square comparisons were conducted to compare the competing models and select the 
model that best represented the data. For comparisons that did not reveal a significant 
difference in fit between two models, the more parsimonious model was selected unless 
otherwise noted.  
Next, a series of bivariate analyses were conducted in order to examine the 
hypothesized interrelations underlying dating anxiety and romantic cognitions and 
behaviors. In addition to the autoregression and latent factor portions described above, 
bivariate ALTs also include covariation of residuals within each wave; covariance 
between the first measurement points and the latent intercept and slope parameters; and 
crosslags. In the cross-lagged portion, romantic appeal/ jealousy/compliance for a 
particular wave (W) is regressed on dating anxiety at W-1 and dating anxiety (W) is 
  




regressed on romantic variables at W-1.  Cross-lagged regressions are used to capture the 
potential longitudinal effects of dating anxiety on romantic variables and romantic 
variables on dating anxiety. For a visual representation of bivariate ALTs, please refer to 
Figure 1.  
Multivariate latent growth curve models (LGCs), autoregressive models, and 
ALTs were estimated and compared to determine which model provided the most 
complete and parsimonious representation of the data. ALT models were then built 
sequentially in SEM by nesting models in which constraints are added systematically.    
Constraints were progressively added to ALT models by: (a) fixing the slope factor’s 
variance to zero, (b) excluding the slope factor, (c) excluding the time-specific residual 
correlations, (d) constraining the residual correlations to be equal, (e) constraining the 
autoregressive parameters to be equal across time and (f) imposing equality constraints 
on the cross-lagged parameters.  
The fit of all models was estimated with multiple indices: the Χ2 likelihood ratio 
test, the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), the Comparative Fit 
Index (CFI), and the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR). According to 
conventional guidelines, RMSEA of .08 or less and SRMR of .10 or less is considered to 
be an adequate fit (Bollen, 1989; Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Hu & Bentler, 1999). Relative 
fit was determined using comparative fit index (CFI). A CFI of .90 or greater is 
considered acceptable fit and roughly estimates the percent of improvement from the null 
to saturated model.  A nonsignificant change in chi squared also indicates a more 
appropriate model when models are nested.   
  




Models were analyzed in the MPlus Version 6.1 structural equation modeling 
(SEM) program (Muthen & Muthen, 2006). Analyses were conducted with full 
information maximum likelihood estimation. This approach estimates the model 
parameters with all information that is available rather than deleting cases with 
incomplete data (Enders, 2001).  
  
  







Chapter Three: Results 
 Univariate analyses assumptions were examined for all variables (Behrens, 1997). 
Every variable had acceptable levels of skew and kurtosis. Outliers were adjusted to fall 
1.5 times the interquartile range below the 25
th
 percentile or above the 75
th
 percentile 
(e.g. to the whiskers in Tukey’s (1977) boxplot). Tables and figures are included in 
Appendix A. Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for each measurement 
occasion of the primary variables. Table 2 presents the correlations among the primary 
variables and sex, where males are scored one and females are scored two. On average, 
11.2% of participants reported feeling “much” or “very much” dating interactions anxiety 
in each wave and 6.3% reported feeling “much” or “very much” active intentions anxiety 
in each wave. Approximately 20.9% of the scores on the variables were missing; an 
average of 10.8% of the scores were missing because a participant did not have a 
relationship since the previous wave and 7.9 % were missing because a participant had 
not yet started dating. Approximately 1.4% of the data were missing because participants 
were married and dating anxiety was not a relevant measure.  
Preliminary Univariate Analyses 
Fit statistics for the final univariate models are presented in Table 3. Chi-square 
comparisons for the alternative nested models are available from the author. For each 
variable except dating interactions anxiety, the latent growth curve (LGC) and 
autoregression models were eliminated in favor of the autoregressive latent trajectory 
  




(ALT) model, which include both latent growth curve and autoregression components. A 
description of the nonstandardized parameter estimates is provided below.  
Results revealed dating interactions anxiety is best modeled in a linear latent 
growth curve, without autoregressive paths. On average, tenth graders rate the amount of 
interaction anxiety they experience on dates a 2.81 on a 1 to 5 scale (µt1 = 2.81, SE = 
0.08). Interactions anxiety does not increase or decrease over time; the slope mean is 
small and nonsignificant (µα = .01; SE = .01, p = .39). Significant variance of latent 
factors suggests substantial individual variability in the growth trajectories; there is a 
range of individual differences in the intercept and rate of change over time (Ψαα = .53, 
SE = .08, p < .001; Ψββ = .01, SE = .01, p < .001).  
Active intentions anxiety is best modeled in an ALT with the slope factor 
removed and with autoregressive paths fixed to be equal over time. On average, tenth 
graders rate the amount of anxiety they experience while actively initiating an interaction 
with a potential date a 2.78 on a 1 to 5 scale (µt1 = 2.78, SE = .07). Significant variance of 
the intercept factor suggests substantial individual variability (µα = 1.81, SE = .12; Ψαα = 
.22, SE = .04, p < .001). Active intentions anxiety is positively predictive of the next level 
of active intentions anxiety; this association is consistent over time and significant (ρt-1 = 
.27; SE = .04; p < .001). 
Romantic appeal was best represented in an ALT model where autoregressive 
paths are equal over time. On average, tenth graders rate their confidence in attaining the 
romantic relationships they would like to have a 2.66 on a 1 to 4 scale (µt1 = 2.66, SE = 
.05). Results suggest romantic appeal significantly increases over time (µβ = .04, SE = 
.01, p < .001). Variance of the latent slope factor is nonsignificant and suggests 
  




participants have similar growth trajectories. (Ψββ = .01, SE = .01, p = .10). Appeal is 
positively predictive of the next level of appeal; this association is consistent over time 
and significant (ρt-1 = .19; SE = .06; p < .001).  
Jealousy was best represented in an ALT model where autoregressive paths are 
constrained to be equal over time. On average, tenth graders rate their level of jealousy a 
2.51 on a 1 to 5 scale (µt1 = 2.51, SE = .04). Jealousy significantly decreases over time 
(µβ = -.02, SE = .01, p = .01). Significant variance of latent factors suggests a range of 
individual differences around the average intercept and rate of change over time (µα = 
2.22, SE = .17; Ψαα = .11, SE = .03, p < .001; Ψββ = .01, SE = .01, p < .01). There is little 
evidence that prior levels of jealousy predict the next level of jealousy (ρt-1 = .11, SE = 
.07; p = .09). Because the fit of the jealousy model was inadequate according to multiple 
indices (CFI, SRMR), these results are tentatively interpreted. 
Results revealed compliance is best represented in an ALT model where 
autoregressive paths are freely estimated. On average, tenth graders rate the frequency 
which they give into a partner’s wants and needs and not defend their position during 
conflict as 2.28 on a 1 to 5 scale (µt1 = 2.28, SE = .09).  Compliance significantly 
increases from adolescence to young adulthood (µβ = .17, SE = .07, p = .01). Significant 
variance of latent factors suggests a range of individual differences around the average 
intercept and rate of change over time (µα = 1.49, SE = .25; Ψαα = .24, SE = .12, p = .05; 
Ψββ = .03, SE = .01, p = .01). Compliance positively predicts later levels of compliance in 
the first three waves (ρt2, t1 = .28, SE = .11, p = .01); (ρt3, t2 = .35, SE = .10,  p < .001); (ρt4, 
t3  = .17, SE = .06, p = .01); but not the latter waves (ρt5, t4 = .04, SE  = .07, p = .60); (ρt6, t5 
= -.06, SE = .09, p = .51); (ρt7, t6 = -.16, SE = .12, p = .21). 
  




Overall, univariate analyses suggest dating interactions and active intentions 
anxiety do not increase or decrease during adolescence and young adulthood. Appeal and 
compliance increase from adolescence to young adulthood, whereas jealousy decreases. 
Autoregressions were removed from the dating interactions anxiety model without 
significantly changing the overall fit.  Active intentions anxiety consistently predicts 
levels of active intentions anxiety in the next wave. Similarly, perceptions of appeal 
consistently predict romantic appeal scores in the next wave. On the other hand, jealousy 
does not appear to be significantly influenced by the prior levels of jealousy. Compliance 
during conflict predicts levels in the next wave until wave 4.  
Bivariate Autoregressive Latent Trajectories 
 For the six pairs of variables, model comparisons revealed that ALT models fit 
significantly better than LGCs or autoregressive crosslag models. Although initial ALT 
models include slopes, intercepts, and freely estimated autoregressions, crosslags, and 
covarying residuals, a series of nested model comparisons assisted in identifying the most 
parsimonious representation of the data in a model that does not detract from overall 
model fit. As described in the analytic procedures, parsimony is achieved by excluding 
parameters (e.g., slope, slope variance, residual correlations) or constraining them to be 
equal over time (e.g., autoregressions, crosslags, residual correlations).  Model fit and 
chi-square comparison statistics used to determine final models are presented in 
Appendices A through F. The results from the nested comparisons show that for all the 
bivariate ALT models, the slope factor for both types of dating anxiety can be removed 
without significantly changing the overall fit of the model. These findings are generally 
consistent with univariate analyses, where the slope could be removed from the dating 
  




interactions anxiety model without affecting fit and the slope mean was small and 
nonsignificant in the active intentions anxiety model. Therefore, hypotheses regarding 
correlations between rates of change (i.e. slopes) could not be tested. Regarding appeal, 
jealousy, and compliance, it appeared necessary to model the slope in four of the six 
bivariate models appeal/active anxiety, compliance/date anxiety, jealousy/active anxiety, 
jealousy/date anxiety). For consistency the romantic variable slope was included in all six 
final models. The first measurement was treated as exogenous in all models, as is 
typically done in ALT models, but surprisingly was not significantly associated with 
romantic variable slopes.  In addition, anxiety scores at one wave positively predicted 
anxiety scores in the next wave in all six bivariate models.  Although the parameters and 
results described thus far were common to all six bivariate models, there were also 
differences in the six final models (e.g., residual correlations were constrained to be equal 
over time in appeal and compliance models, but not jealousy). Results specific to each 
model are described in detail below. All final models had good fit to the data according to 
all fit indices.  
Appeal/ dating interactions anxiety.  The fit statistics of the appeal/date anxiety 
model are reported in Appendix B. Standardized parameter estimates are reported in 
Figure 1. Although the appeal slope was included, the variance estimate for the appeal 
slope factor was fixed to zero without significantly increasing the chi-square, suggesting 
that variability among individuals (inter-individual) on the developmental changes in 
appeal was negligible. Therefore, appeal slope associations were not estimated. This 
finding was consistent with univariate results. The bivariate models included equality 
constraints on residual correlations and equality constraints on all autoregressions and 
  




crosslags.  Results reveal a significant negative covariation between dating interactions 
anxiety and appeal at Time 1; greater appeal was associated with less dating interactions 
anxiety in tenth grade. Similarly, the residual correlations were consistent over time and 
indicated greater appeal was associated with less dating interactions anxiety within each 
wave. Romantic appeal at one time predicted appeal at the next time.  These 
autoregressions were all significant, positive, and consistent over time.  There was little 
evidence of crosslag relations between appeal and dating interactions anxiety. 
Appeal/active intentions for dating anxiety. The fit statistics of the 
appeal/active anxiety model are reported in Appendix C. Standardized parameter 
estimates are reported in Figure 2. Although the slope was included, the variance estimate 
for the slope factor was fixed to zero without significantly increasing the chi-square, 
suggesting that variability among individuals (inter-individual) on the developmental 
changes in appeal was negligible. Therefore, slope associations were not estimated. This 
finding is consistent with univariate results. The bivariate models included equality 
constraints on residual correlations and equality constraints on all autoregressions and 
crosslags. There was a negative, significant covariation between the first measurement 
points; greater appeal was associated with less active intentions anxiety in tenth grade. 
Similarly, the residual correlations were consistent over time and indicated greater appeal 
was associated with less active intentions anxiety within each wave. Romantic appeal at 
one time predicted appeal at the next time.  These autoregressions were all significant, 
positive, and consistent over time. Finally, the results show that (a) greater appeal at one 
wave predicted decreases in active intentions anxiety in the next wave (crosslags) and 
  




this finding is consistent over time and (b) there is little evidence of crosslags from active 
intentions anxiety to appeal.  
Jealousy/dating interactions anxiety. The fit statistics for the jealousy/date 
anxiety model is reported in Appendix D. Parameter estimates are presented in Figure 3. 
The model best representing associations between interactions anxiety and jealousy 
included interactions anxiety autoregressions that were fixed to be equal over time. In 
addition, the residual correlations within waves could be removed without significantly 
changing the fit of the overall model Overall, there was little evidence of associations 
between dating interactions anxiety and jealousy. Jealousy and dating interactions anxiety 
were not associated in tenth grade. There was a significant negative correlation between 
the jealousy slope and intercept, which likely reflects regression to the mean  Jealousy at 
waves one and two predicted greater jealousy in waves two and three, respectively.  
Greater jealousy at wave six predicted less jealousy at wave seven. In contrast, none of 
the univariate jealousy autoregressions were significant.. The results show one significant 
crosslag, where greater date interactions anxiety at wave five predicts less jealousy at 
wave six.  
Jealousy/active intentions for dating anxiety. The fit statistics for the 
jealousy/active intentions anxiety model is reported in Appendix E. Parameter estimates 
are presented in Figure 4. The model examining the associations between active intention 
anxiety and jealousy included equality constraints on residual correlations, active 
intentions anxiety autoregressive parameters, and crosslags from jealousy to active 
intentions anxiety. Although jealousy and active intentions anxiety were unassociated in 
tenth grade, the residual correlations were consistent over time and indicated greater 
  




jealousy was associated with greater active intentions anxiety within each wave. There 
was a significant negative correlation between the jealousy slope and intercept, which 
likely reflects regression to the mean. Jealousy at waves one and two predicted greater 
jealousy in waves two and three, respectively.  Greater jealousy at wave six predicted less 
jealousy at wave seven. In contrast, none of the univariate jealousy autoregressions were 
significant. The crosslag results show that  whether scores of active intentions anxiety  
predict the next jealousy score changes over time;  active intentions anxiety predicts 
greater jealousy from wave three to four, four to five, and six to seven. Finally, jealousy 
scores at one wave predict increases in intentions anxiety the next wave and this pattern 
is consistent over time.  
Compliance/dating interactions anxiety. The fit statistics for the 
compliance/dating interactions anxiety model are reported in Appendix F. Parameter 
estimates are presented in Figure 5. The model best representing associations between 
interactions anxiety and compliance included equality constraints on residual 
correlations, as well as all autoregressions and crosslags.  Although compliance and 
dating interactions anxiety were not associated in tenth grade, residual correlations were 
consistent over time and indicated greater levels of compliance were associated with 
greater interactions anxiety within waves two through seven. The slope and intercept of 
compliance were negatively correlated, likely reflecting regression to the mean. There 
was little evidence of prior measures of compliance predicting compliance in the next 
wave. Finally, the results show that there was no evidence of significant crosslags.  
Compliance/active intentions for dating anxiety. The fit statistics for the 
compliance/active intentions anxiety model are reported in Appendix G. Parameter 
  




estimates are presented in Figure 6. The model best representing associations between 
active intentions anxiety and compliance included equality constraints on residual 
correlations, compliance autoregressions, and all crosslags Although compliance and 
dating interactions anxiety were not associated in tenth grade, residual correlations were 
consistent over time and indicated greater levels of compliance were associate with 
greater interactions anxiety within waves two through seven. In addition, the slope and 
intercept of compliance were negatively correlated, likely reflecting regression to the 
mean. There was little evidence of prior measures of compliance predicting compliance 
in the next wave. Finally, results reveal (a) greater compliance at one wave predicted 
increases in active intentions anxiety the next wave; and (b) there was little evidence of 
significant crosslags from active intentions anxiety to compliance.   
In summary, appeal, dating interactions anxiety, and active intentions anxiety 
were consistently predicted by previous levels of the same variable (autoregressions). 
Concurrent associations were evident between anxiety and romantic behaviors and 
cognitions in all models except the jealousy/dating interactions anxiety model. Increases 
in active intentions anxiety were consistently predicted by jealousy and compliance. 
Conversely, decreases in active intentions anxiety were consistently predicted by appeal. 
  
  







Chapter Four: Discussion 
This study aimed to clarify the nature of the interrelations between dating anxiety 
and appeal, jealousy, and compliance over time. Although this is the first study to 
investigate these associations, correlational studies from the trait and social anxiety 
literature support links between social anxiety and perceived mate value (Wenzel & 
Emerson, 2009); between trait anxiety and jealousy (de Moja, 1986); and between social 
anxiety and conflict avoidance, lack of assertion, and overreliance on others (Davila & 
Beck, 2002).  The current study drew from cognitive-behavioral theories of anxiety and 
expanded upon this research by examining the directionality of the links between dating 
anxiety and appeal, jealousy, and compliance. Prospective associations were examined in 
terms of both continuous underlying growth and time-specific relations. In the current 
study, appeal, jealousy and compliance were concurrently associated with dating anxiety 
from adolescence to young adulthood. These cognitions and behaviors also predicted 
changes in dating anxiety during adolescence and young adulthood. Results indicate that 
the link between dating anxiety and appeal, jealousy, and compliance appears to be 
mostly unidirectional, although there was also some evidence of bidirectional 
associations between jealousy and dating anxiety. 
Developmental Change 
An aim of this study was to investigate developmental changes in dating anxiety. 
Social anxiety has a typical onset in middle adolescence and becomes more prevalent 
  




over time (Wittchen et al., 1999), but dating anxiety was hypothesized to be more 
normative during adolescence and decrease over time with practice and dating 
experience. Contrary to predictions, results of this study revealed interactions anxiety and 
active intentions anxiety do not increase or decrease during the transition from 
adolescence to young adulthood. Adolescents reported moderate levels of anxiety on 
dates and while initiating interactions with potential dates. Variable means presented in 
Table 1 and nonsignificant slopes suggest levels of anxiety were similar in young 
adulthood. These findings are inconsistent with a prior cross-sectional study suggesting 
adolescents in tenth grade report greater dating anxiety than those in eleventh or twelfth 
grade (Glickman & La Greca, 2004), but are consistent with another cross-sectional study 
that found no differences in dating anxiety between younger (ages 14-15) and older (ages 
16-17 years) adolescents (Boyle & O’Sullivan, 2013). Findings from the current 
investigation regarding levels of dating anxiety in young adulthood are also congruent 
with a study that found 31 percent of undergraduates report feeling “somewhat” or “very” 
anxious about dating (Arkowitz, Hinton, Perl, & Himadi, 1978). Although more research 
is needed to clarify the development of dating anxiety, the present findings suggest 
inhibition in the dating context is normative even into young adulthood. The continued 
prevalence of dating anxiety may be due to social-developmental factors relevant to 
adolescents and young adults such as body image concerns, new experiences with 
passion and sexuality, and social pressures to date, as suggested by Glickman & La Greca 
(2004). Furthermore, pressures and expectations conveyed by the “hookup” culture 
among adolescents and young adults may contribute to feelings of active intentions and 
dating interactions anxiety (Garcia, Reiber, Massey, & Merriweather, 2012). Initiating 
  




interactions with potential romantic partners and dating someone new may be viewed as 
anxiety-provoking by individuals of many ages because the outcome is unknown. Of 
note, the trajectory of dating anxiety as well as developmental changes in appeal, 
jealousy, and compliance observed in this study (described below) may be attributed to 
maturation, or by relationship experiences not measured in this study (e.g., relationship 
status, quality, or specific events such as betrayal). This was an exploratory study of 
developmental change, but more research is needed to clarify why changes occur or do 
not occur from adolescence to young adulthood.    
Appeal, Jealousy, and Compliance 
 Romantic appeal increased from adolescence to young adulthood. On average, 
individuals feel more confident in their ability to attain the romantic relationship they 
would like to have as they transition into young adulthood. Consistent with social anxiety 
research (Wenzel & Emerson, 2009), perceiving oneself as romantically appealing 
protects against presence of both active intentions and dating interactions anxiety. This 
study further extends prior research by demonstrating cognitions of romantic appeal 
protect against future development of active intentions anxiety. Having confidence in 
one’s ability to attract romantic interest has a positive impact over 12 to 18 months by 
protecting adolescents and young adults from inhibition and distress while initiating 
interactions with potential dates.   
 Jealousy decreased from adolescence to young adulthood. Individuals react less 
often to situations perceived as threatening to a valued romantic relationship as they 
develop from adolescents to young adults. There was little evidence of associations 
between jealousy and dating interactions anxiety, even concurrently. Jealousy and active 
  




intentions anxiety, on the other hand, were concurrently associated and bidirectionally 
linked over time. From adolescence to young adulthood, greater jealousy predicted 
greater active intentions anxiety in the next wave. Less consistently, active intentions 
anxiety predicted greater jealousy in the next wave. The findings suggest a self-
perpetuating transactional cycle between jealousy and active intentions anxiety. Such a 
cycle suggests anxiety causes concern about potential rivals and increased detective or 
protective behaviors, which reinforces dating anxiety fears about making favorable 
impressions. The reinforcement of anxiety may occur during socially awkward or 
ineffective situations when adolescents and young adults display jealousy toward 
potential partners. Mistrust and suspicion may also heighten anxiety while initiating 
interactions with a potential romantic partner. The results suggest a transactional cycle of 
maintaining anxiety occurs at least once, and possibly many times over one to one and a 
half years (the duration between waves of this study), linking past and present.  
Compliance increased from adolescence to young adulthood, suggesting young 
adults are more likely to give in to a partner’s wants rather than defend their position. 
Compliance was concurrently associated with both types of dating anxiety. Positive 
correlations between compliance and dating anxiety in the present investigation are 
consistent with correlations between social anxiety and conflict avoidance, lack of 
assertion, and overreliance on close others (e.g., Davila & Beck, 2002). As expected, 
compliance places adolescents and young adults at risk for increased active intentions 
anxiety over time. Giving into a partner’s wants and needs and not defending one’s 
position during conflict may reflect an effort to preserve the relationship or protect 
oneself from negative evaluation and judgment, similar to safety behaviors described in 
  




the social anxiety literature. However, failing to fully express opinions or ideas may be a 
missed opportunity for acceptance and encouragement from a romantic partner and 
appears to cause greater anxiety in future dating interactions.  
Patterns Across Cognitions and Behaviors  
The cognitive-behavioral framework emphasizes the importance of biased 
cognitions and behaviors that are associated with dating anxiety as well as the potential 
for these cognitions and behaviors to maintain anxiety. The present study adds to our 
understanding of appeal, jealousy, and compliance as cognitions and behaviors associated 
with dating anxiety. Prior studies revealed behavioral differences between dating anxious 
and non-anxious individuals including frequency of eye contact, utterances, and social 
skills during interactions with the other sex (Arkowitz, Lichtenstein, McGovern, & 
Hines, 1975; Greenwald, 1977). The present study identified jealousy and compliance 
during conflict as two additional behaviors associated with dating anxiety. Cognitions 
associated with social anxiety have been explored (e.g., expectation to perform poorly in 
social interactions), but this was one of the first studies to investigate cognitions 
associated with dating anxiety. Grater dating anxiety is associated with more concern 
about potential rivals and less confidence in attaining a desirable romantic relationship. 
With a better understanding of cognitions and behaviors associated with dating anxiety, 
we can begin to integrate other relevant factors such as romantic relationship qualities 
into dating anxiety research (La Greca & Mackey, 2007).  Romantic cognitions and 
behaviors may mediate the association between dating anxiety and relationship qualities 
(e.g., satisfaction, intimacy) which has been shown in the social anxiety literature 
  




(Cuming & Rapee, 2010). This will be an important area for future dating anxiety 
research.  
In addition to identifying cognitive biases and behaviors associated with dating 
anxiety, the present study also sought to understand how these features may maintain 
anxiety. Dating anxiety was expected to be bidirectionally associated with cognitions and 
behaviors that occur in the dating context including appeal, jealousy, and compliance. 
Contrary to predictions, the results of the study suggest cognitions and behaviors predict 
changes in anxiety during adolescence and young adulthood, but not vice versa. The 
observed effects are unidirectional with one exception:  there was some evidence that 
anxiety predicts an increase in jealousy over time. Unidirectional effects of romantic 
behavior on anxiety have appeared elsewhere in the literature. For example,  a study of 
early adolescent girls that found frequency of dating activities predict an increase in 
anxiety symptoms (broadly defined), externalizing symptoms, and depression symptoms 
one year later, but not vice versa (Starr et al., 2012 ). The authors suggest adolescent 
romance might be stressful, thereby conferring risk for psychological symptoms. There 
are two additional explanations for the unidirectional pattern evident in the present study.  
First, anxiety may affect adolescent romantic behaviors and cognitions, but not those 
included in this study. For example, socially anxious individuals initiate less conversation 
and speak more softly with romantic partners (Wenzel, Graff-Dolezal, Macho, & 
Brendle, 2005)  and adults diagnosed with social anxiety report less emotional expression 
and self-disclosure in their romantic relationships compared to community controls 
(Sparrevohn & Rapee, 2009). Dating anxiety may lead to similar behaviors over time. 
Second, spacing measurement closer together or farther apart may reveal longitudinal 
  




effects of dating anxiety on romantic cognitions and behaviors. For example, although 
dating anxiety did not predict appeal or conflict compliance 12 to 18 months later, it may 
predict more reactive changes apparent a few weeks or few months later. Significant 
concurrent associations lend support to this idea. Conversely, individuals who experience 
a high level of dating anxiety may eventually engage in more compliance during conflict 
and have reductions in perceptions of appeal, but this process may take place over the 
course of many years, not just 12 or 18 months.  Therefore, including second-order 
crosslags in which each variable has an effect not just on the immediately subsequent 
wave, but on the following one as well, may be important for capturing anxiety as a 
predictor of changes in appeal and compliance. This may hold true if adolescents 
repeatedly experience anxiety while interacting with actual or potential romantic partners. 
Repeated worries about judgment from potential or actual romantic partners and 
accumulating anxiety-provoking experiences may eventually influence appeal and 
compliance. Further research is needed to better understand potential short-term and 
long-term effects of anxiety on romantic cognitions and behaviors.  
The results of this study also did not indicate significant covariation between rates 
of change as hypothesized. The developmental trajectories of dating interactions anxiety 
and active intentions anxiety were not included in the final bivariate models because they 
could be removed without significantly changing the overall fit of the models. The rates 
of change in dating interactions anxiety and active intentions anxiety as well as the 
associated variance are negligible and therefore slopes are assumed to be unrelated to 
increases in appeal or compliance or decreases in jealousy from adolescence to young 
adulthood. Rather, autoregressive, micro-level components considered to be time and 
  




situation-specific were related to changes in dating anxiety, appeal, and jealousy. Dating 
interactions and active intentions anxiety appear to increase or decrease as a function of 
time-specific experiences rather than a trajectory. Given the relatively long duration of 
one to one and a half years between each measurement point in this study, the 
longitudinal effects of immediately preceding measures are impressive.   
Appeal, jealousy and compliance predicted changes in active intentions anxiety, 
but not interactions anxiety. This pattern of results was not expected. Active intentions 
anxiety may be more affected by appeal, jealousy, and compliance because anxiety while 
initiating interactions with potential romantic partners is a more meaningful marker of 
problematic or beneficial cognitions and behaviors compared to anxiety on an actual date.  
For example, more jealous and compliant individuals may feel especially anxious taking 
initiative in the romantic context. Going on a date with someone new does not necessarily 
require exerting effort, risking rejection, and utilizing skills of assertion to the same 
extent as starting a conversation with a potential romantic partner known for a short time 
or asking that person on a date. Furthermore, there may be a third factor underlying 
appeal, jealousy, compliance, and active intentions anxiety such as general romantic 
stress. Alternatively, missing data may account for differences. Whereas all unmarried 
participants were eligible for completing the active intentions anxiety items, only 
unmarried participants who had started dating responded to interactions anxiety items.  In 
the first wave, 23% of the participants indicated they had not yet dated for at least one 
month. Adolescents with more dating experience report less dating anxiety (Boyle & 
O’Sullivan, 2013; Calvert, Moore, & Jensen, 1987; Glickman & La Greca, 2004; 
  




Winkles & Furman, 2012). Therefore, the most anxious adolescents were likely excluded 
from completing the dating interactions anxiety scale, which may limit potential effects.  
Although a moderate degree of dating anxiety appears to be normative in 
adolescence and young adulthood within our community sample, individuals with 
elevated anxiety could benefit from intervention. For example, on average, more than 11 
percent of participants in the present study reported “much” or “very much” dating 
interactions anxiety in each wave. Practice dating, social skills training, systematic 
desensitization, and cognitive modification are four of the primary approaches to the 
treatment of dating anxiety (Hope & Heimberg, 1990). Findings support the need to 
evaluate not only anxiety that occurs on dates, but also anxiety experienced when 
initiating interactions with potential romantic partners during treatment planning, as 
moderate levels of both types of dating anxiety were reported by adolescents and young 
adults.  The results of the current investigation also highlight specific cognitions and 
behaviors that can be targeted in treatment to prevent and reduce dating anxiety. 
Specifically, modification of jealous cognitions and perceptions of one’s ability to attract 
romantic interest may improve outcomes for adolescent and young adults. Similarly, 
skills training teaching adolescents and young adults to defend their position during 
conflict and manage jealous behavior may be an important intervention for preventing or 
reducing anxiety.  
Limitations and Future Directions 
The main limitations of the current study are sample size and methodology, 
including the non-experimental design. The sample size was relatively small, and models 
benefitted from equality constraints.  Models with more parameters, including complex 
  




models, require larger samples in order for the estimates to be stable; a ratio of ten cases 
to one free parameter is a reasonable target for most models (Kline, 2005).   
Future research utilizing more complex modeling is needed to investigate 
potential third variables contributing to or influencing associations between dating 
anxiety and romantic cognitions and behaviors. For example, relationship status and 
duration may moderate associations between dating anxiety and appeal, jealousy, and 
compliance. Adolescents who report less dating anxiety are more likely to be currently 
dating (Glickman & La Greca, 2004).  Early stages of romantic relationships are 
inherently ambiguous while two people get to know one another and evaluate whether to 
pursue a deeper and more committed relationship (Wenzel & Kashdan, 2008). Situational 
ambiguity leaves an anxious person more vulnerable to possible judgment and 
embarrassment. Multiple studies find interactions with strangers, especially members of 
the other sex, provoke the strongest feelings of social anxiety (Cheek & Melchior, 1990; 
Leary, et al., 1994). Ratings of anxiety on the active intentions subscale (e.g., “Asking a 
member of the opposite/same sex to get something to eat or drink after school”) may be 
lower for individuals in relationships, especially more committed relationships, if 
interactions with the gender of romantic interest are less likely to become romantic. The 
interactions subscale somewhat addresses this bias by prompting participants to “imagine 
you have known a member of the opposite/same sex only about two or three weeks.” 
However, individuals in committed dating relationships may still report feeling less 
anxious in hypothetical dating situations with novel partners because they feel accepted 
and worry less about being negatively evaluated or judged by their partners. That is, 
being in a relationship may reduce active intentions and interactions anxiety in the short 
  




term as relationships provide a temporary haven from having to think about or experience 
anxiety-provoking interactions with potential romantic partners.   
The reduction in dating anxiety based on relationship status is indeed expected to 
be temporary. Romantic relationships in adolescence and young adulthood do not 
typically result in lifelong commitment and individuals eventually return to a single status 
and then the early, ambiguous stage of a new romantic relationship. In support of the 
relevance of dating anxiety even to adolescents in committed relationships, results from 
the present study suggest cognitions and behaviors occurring in the context of a specific 
romantic relationship, such as jealousy and compliance, are associated with greater active 
intentions anxiety both concurrently and prospectively. This finding again supports the 
notion that past cognitions and behaviors (for better or worse) may have a lasting impact 
on behavior and expectations for interpersonal judgment. Overall, dating status in 
adolescence and young adulthood should be accounted for in studies of dating anxiety, 
but our findings point to the ongoing relevance of dating anxiety to single, casually 
dating, and seriously dating adolescents and young adults.   
In addition, more complex models that are adequately powered could discriminate 
between effects of romantic cognitions and behaviors on dating anxiety and other forms 
of anxiety and dysphoria. As previously mentioned, dating and social anxiety are 
moderately to strongly correlated in adolescence and young adulthood (Calvert, et al., 
1987; Glickman & La Greca, 2004) Dating anxiety is moderately related to depression as 
well (Glickman & La Greca, 2004). Ideally, both social anxiety and depression would be 
accounted for in a study of dating anxiety because adolescents with social anxiety 
disorder are at increased risk of a major depressive disorder (Beesdo et al., 2007; Mineka, 
  




Watson & Clark, 1998; Wittchen, Stein, & Kessler, 1999). Depression is characterized by 
many of the same negative automatic thoughts and behaviors as social anxiety (see 
Mineka, Watson & Clarke, 1998 for a review), and they share an affective profile of high 
negative affect and low positive affect (Brown, Chorpita, & Barlow, 1998; Kashdan, 
2004). Thus, with respect to their extensive conceptual and empirical overlap, future 
studies should account for social anxiety and depression symptoms in studies of dating 
anxiety. 
Furthermore, complex models in future investigations should include romantic 
partner data to test integration of cognitive-behavioral with interpersonal models of 
dating anxiety. Interpersonal models are sensitive to the inherently interpersonal 
phenomenon of dating anxiety and assume interpersonal patterns occur in a self-
perpetuating transactional cycle involving ongoing interaction between the individual and 
the social environment (Alden & Taylor, 2004).  A central tenet of interpersonal theory 
suggests that individuals expect contemporary interaction partners to treat them in the 
same way that people have in the past, and the behavioral strategies used to handle those 
past events are repeated. In addition, interpersonal theories suggest social behavior exerts 
a “pull” on others that evokes responses that reinforce pre-existing social assumptions, 
expectations, and behavioral patterns. For example, an integrated model might propose 
anxious perceptions and expectations cause compliance during conflict, which a partner 
interprets as disinterest, which causes the partner to react negatively, which then leads to 
an increase in dating anxiety. The present study utilized participant-reported data, but did 
not utilize partner-report measures necessary to test an interpersonal model.  Future 
research with partner data would help clarify whether associations between dating 
  




anxiety and romantic cognitions and behaviors are direct, or indirectly influenced by 
partner responses to anxiety and romantic behaviors, as suggested by interpersonal 
frameworks.  
Finally, this study advances research on dating anxiety by using a longitudinal 
design, but is limited by its non-experimental design. A controlled, experimental design 
is necessary to infer causation between dating anxiety and romantic cognitions and 
behaviors.  
In conclusion, the current study used novel statistical techniques to examine the 
longitudinal links between dating anxiety and romantic cognitions and behaviors. To our 
knowledge, this is only the second longitudinal study of dating anxiety.  Findings 
highlight the unidirectional longitudinal impact that appeal and compliance have on 
active intentions anxiety. Bidirectional associations were evident between active 
intentions anxiety and jealousy and highlight jealousy as a factor that maintains anxiety.  
Cognitive modifications of romantic appeal and jealousy as well as social skills 
interventions to reduce compliance during conflict and jealous behaviors could have 
long-term benefits for dating anxious individuals. Overall, the current study moves the 
field toward an ultimate goal of enabling adolescents and young adults with dating 
anxiety to initiate, develop, and maintain beneficial romantic relationships.  
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Appendix A: Tables and Figures 
Table 1  
Means and Standard Deviations of Dating Anxiety and Romantic Variables 
 
 













































































































































                     
W2  Dat. .50* 
                    
W3  Dat. .49* .59* 
                   
W4  Dat. .49* .54* .62* 
                  
W5  Dat. .41* .52* .53* .64* 
                 
W6  Dat. .38* .44* .54* .54* .64* 
                
W7 Dat. .37* .45* .49* .52* .61* .69* 
               
W1 Act. .71* .36* .45* .43* .40* .35* .35* 
              
W2  Act. .49* .72* .55* .48* .45* .43* .37* .49* 
             
W3  Act. .43* .52* .74* .55* .51* .46* .42* .51* .64* 
            
W4  Act. .40* .40* .46* .73* .57* .45* .37* .44 .53* .59* 
           
W5  Act. .32* .35* .39* .59* .73* .57* .56* .45* .45* .57* .66* 
          
W6  Act. .28* .40* .34* .49* .64* .76* .57* .42* .48* .44* .58* .70* 
         
W7 Act. .39* .38* .38* .51* .55* .56* .74* .43* .44* .46* .54* .62* .65* 




-.11 .00 -.08 -.21* -.20* -.15 -.27* -.23* -.13 -.13 -.22* -.22* -.18* 






-.18* -.21* -.21* -.24* -.15 -.27* -.41* -.28* -.30* -.28* -.30* -.30* .55* 
      
W3 App. -.07 -.10 -.19* -.20* -.19* -.30* -.25* -.13 -.27* -.25* -.30* -.26* -.33* -.35* .48* .66* 




-.15 -.08 -.23* -.24* -.23* -.32* -.26* -.18* -.18* -.34* -.36* -.40* -.43* .41* .56* .63* 




-.13 -.19* -.25* -.34* -.40* -.38* -.23* -.14 -.23* -.34* -.42* -.45* -.41* .47* .45* .56* .67* 
   
W6 App. -.12 -.08 -.10 -.15 -.22* -.37* -.33* -.21* -.21* -.13 -.24* -.37* -.48* -.41* .40* .49* .54* .60* .68* 
  






                   
Table 2                                                              












                   
W1 Jea. .16 .16 .23* .16 .21* .24* .17 .03 .14 .15 .06 .11 .17 .09 -.02 -.06 .05 .05 .12 -.04 .03 
W2 Jea. .30* .19* .20* .10 .08 .16* .13 .08 .62* .08 -.06 -.13 .04 .05 .10 .09 .05 .09 .14 .15 .15 
W3 Jea. .10 .08 .24* .08 .14 .20* .16 .10 .30* .08 -.06 .08 .06 .08 .03 -.05 -.08 .05 -.06 -.11 -.08 
W4 Jea .37* .25* -.03 .30* .20* .29* .20* .17* .19* .18* .26* .19* .23* .28* .05 -.10 .04 -.01 -.03 -.03 -.05 
W5 Jea .09 .17 .19* .12 .16 .10 .11 -.01 .10 .00 .19* .06 .14 .07 -.05 -.09 -.13 -.03 -.14 -.23* -.16 
W6 Jea .04 .03 -.07 -.08 -.09 .04 .01 -.07 .12 -.20* -.11 -.18* .05 -.06 -.00 .05 .09 .09 .09 -.02 .07 
W7 Jea .09 .04 .03 .11 .15 .04 .11 .06 .19* -.04 .15 .00 .09 .07 -.10 -.10 -.06 -.01 -.02 -.09 -.10 
W1 
Com. 
.04 .20* .01 .15 .13 .11 .08 -.03 -.06 -.01 .04 .08 .07 .19 .04 -.11 -.11 -.14 -.08 -.09 -.13 
W2 
Com. 
.18* .28* .11 .18* .25* .16 .28* .19* .01 .20* .13 .15 .12 .25* -.02 -.32* -.14 -.21* -.14 -.25* -.26* 
W3 
Com. 
.09 .17 .29* .30* .31* .27* .29* .27* .05 .25* .18* .33* .27* .24* -.14 -.26* -.24* -.19* -.31* -.29* -.26* 
W4 
Com. 
.33* .22* .20* .29* .24* .10 .29* .31* -.13 .22* .36* .28* .34* .35* -.15 -.31* -.16 -.39* -.37* -.40* -.32* 
W5 
Com. 
.05 .15 .02 .26* .26* .14 .18 .15 -.09 .06 .24* .28* .35* .18 -.06 -.09 -.01 -.10 -.24* -.15 -.16 
W6 
Com. 
.03 .08 -.06 .04 .09 .13 .20* .16 -.04 .07 .09 .17 .28* .23* -.19* -.19* -.15 -.27* -.19* -.33* -.28* 
W7 
Com. 
.10 .13 -.01 .13 .29* .19* .21* .13 .04 .04 .20* .30* .26* .30* -.17 -.23* -.20* -.30* -.36* -.37* -.35* 

























Note. *p < .05. Dat. = Dating Interactions Anxiety; Act. = Active Intentions for Dating Anxiety; App. = Appeal; Jea. = Jealousy; 






































      
W1 Jea. 
                     
W2 Jea. 36* 
                    
W3 Jea. .19 .51* 
                   
W4 Jea .06 .34* .33* 
                  
W5 Jea .17 .25* .40* .33* 
                 
W6 Jea .30* .15 .28* .24* .65* 
                
W7 Jea .04 .02 .14 .13 .46* .37* 
               
W1 
Com. 
.19* -.02 .07 .20 .10 .09 -.07 
              
W2 
Com. 
.15 .17* .07 .24* .13 -.05 -.08 .32* 
             
W3 
Com. 
-.00 .08 .28* .12 .09 -.11 .02 .21 .38* 
            
W4 
Com. 
.14 .08 -.07 .18* .16 .05 .07 .12 .37* .46* 
           
W5 
Com. 
-.17 -.14 -.01 .10 .27* .14 .14 .22 .27* .22* .33* 
          
W6 
Com. 
.08 -.05 -.02 -.06 .22* .16 .16 .09 .26* .23* .44* .31* 
         
W7 
Com. 
.05 -.09 -.04 .04 .17 .01 .14 .33* .27* .13 .38* .53* .45* 
        










Table 3   







Anxiety Appeal Jealousy Compliance 
Chi square 
(df) 
12.24(20) 31.18(23) 22.03(19) 41.86(19)** 13.80(14) 
CFI 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.87 1.00 
RMSEA 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.00 
SRMR 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.11 0.05 
 









Figure 1. Autoregressive latent trajectory model of dating interactions anxiety and 
romantic appeal with standardized estimates. Dashed lines are nonsignificant. β = Slope; 
α = Intercept; Dat = Dating interactions anxiety; App = Appeal. Slope variance is fixed to 
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Figure 2. Autoregressive latent trajectory model of dating intentions anxiety and 
romantic appeal with standardized estimates. Dashed lines are nonsignificant. β = Slope; 
α = Intercept; Act = Active intentions for dating anxiety; App = Appeal. Slope variance is 
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Figure 3. Autoregressive latent trajectory model of dating interactions anxiety and 
romantic jealousy with standardized estimates. Dashed lines are nonsignificant. β = 
Slope; α = Intercept; Dat = Dating interactions anxiety; Jea = Jealousy. Anxiety 
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Figure 4. Autoregressive latent trajectory model of active intentions anxiety and romantic 
jealousy with standardized estimates. Dashed lines are nonsignificant. β = Slope; α = 
Intercept; Act = Active intentions for dating anxiety; Jea = Jealousy. Anxiety 
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Figure 5. Autoregressive latent trajectory model of dating interactions anxiety and 
compliance with standardized estimates. Dashed lines are nonsignificant. β = Slope; α = 
Intercept; Dat = Dating interactions anxiety; Com = Compliance. Autoregressions, 
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Figure 6. Autoregressive latent trajectory model of dating intentions anxiety and 
compliance with standardized estimates. Dashed lines are non-significant. β = Slope; α = 
Intercept, Act = Active intentions for dating anxiety; Com = Compliance. 
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Comparison Statistics for Appeal/Dating Interactions Anxiety 
Models 
 
χ2 (df) CM ∆χ2 (df) CFI RMSEA SRMR 
1. LCM, full 143.95 (91)*** -- -- .96 .05 .06 
2. Autoregressive, full 109.11(60)*** -- -- .89 .11 .13 
3. ALT, full 60.44 (50) -- -- .99 .03 .03 
4. ALT, nested LCM 97.31 (74)* 3 36.87(24)* .98 .04 .04 
5. ALT, no slope 
variance on anxiety 
71.19 (56) 3 10.75(6) .99 .04 .04 
6. ALT, no slope on 
anxiety 
71.33(57) 5 0.14(1) .99 .04 .04 
7. ALT 6+ no slope 
variance on appeal 
81.05(62) 6 9.72(5) .98 .04 .04 
8. ALT, no slope on 
appeal 
84.05(63)* 7 3.00(1) .98 .03 .04 
9. ALT 7+ no residual 
correlations 
104.70(68)** 7 23.65(6)*** .97 .05 .04 
10. ALT 7+ fixed 
residual correlations 
85.29(67) 7 1.24(5) .99 .04 .04 
11. ALT 10+ fixed 
anxiety autoregressions 
91.53(72) 10 6.24(5) .98 .04 .04 
12. ALT 11+ fixed 
appeal autoregressions 
93.30(77) 11 1.77(5) .99 .03 .04 
13. ALT 12+fixed 
appeal>anxiety 
100.39(82) 12 7.10(5) .99 .03 .05 
14. ALT 13+ fixed 
anxiety>appeal 
108.63(87) 13 8.24(4) .98 .04 .05 
 











Comparison Statistics for Appeal/Active Intentions for Dating Anxiety 
Models 
 
χ2 (df) CM ∆χ2 (df) CFI RMSEA SRMR 
1. LCM, full 171.04 (91)*** -- -- .94 .07 .07 
2. Autoregressive, full 214.73(60)*** -- -- .88 .11 .13 
3. ALT, full 65.75 (50) -- -- .99 .04 .03 
4. ALT, nested LCM 112.67 (74)** 3 46.91(24)** .97 .05 .04 
5. ALT, no slope 
variance on anxiety 
72.24 (56) 3 6.49(6) .99 .04 .04 
6. ALT, no slope on 
anxiety 
72.26(57) 5 0.02(1) .99 .04 .04 
7. ALT 6+ no slope 
variance on appeal 
82.25(62)* 6 10.00(5) .99 .04 .04 
8. ALT, no slope on 
appeal 
87.37(63)* 7 5.12(1)* .98 .04 .05 
9. ALT 7+ no residual 
correlations 
128.82(68)*** 7 46.57(6)*** .96 .07 .05 
10. ALT 7+ fixed 
residual correlations 
88.40(67)* 7 6.15(5) .98 .04 .04 
11. ALT 10+ fixed 
anxiety autoregressions 
97.51(72)* 10 9.11(5) .98 .04 .04 
12. ALT 11+ fixed 
appeal autoregressions 
99.69(77)* 11 2.18(5) .98 .03 .04 
13. ALT 12+fixed 
appeal>anxiety 
103.38(82) 12 3.69(5) .98 .04 .05 
14. ALT 13+ fixed 
anxiety>appeal 
112.34(87) 13 8.97(4) .98 .04 .05 
 











Comparison Statistics for Jealousy/Dating Interactions Anxiety 
Models 
 
χ2 (df) CM ∆χ2 (df) CFI RMSEA SRMR 
1. LCM, full 144.50 (91)*** -- -- .96 .05 .12 
2. Autoregressive, full 150.43(60)*** -- -- .87 .09 .11 
3. ALT, full 65.25 (50) -- -- .98 .04 .09 
4. ALT, nested LCM 105.11 (74)* 3 39.96(24)* .96 .05 .09 
5. ALT, no slope 
variance on anxiety 
74.45 (56) 3 9.30(6) .97 .04 .09 
6. ALT, no slope on 
anxiety 
74.61(57) 5 0.16(1) .98 .04 .09 
7. ALT 6+ no slope 
variance on jealousy 
91.86(62)** 6 17.24(5)** .96 .05 .07 
8. ALT 6+ no slope on 
jealousy 
92.43(63)** 6 17.98(6)** .96 .05 .07 
9. ALT 6+ no residual 
correlations 
87.08(63)* 6 12.47(6) .97 .04 .09 
10. ALT, fixed residual 
correlations 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
11. ALT 9+ fixed 
anxiety autoregressions 
91.34(68)* 9 4.26(5) .97 .04 .09 
12. ALT 11+ fixed 
jealousy autoregressions 
114.00(73)** 11 22.66(5)*** .94 .05 .09 
13. ALT 11+fixed 
jealousy>anxiety 
96.33(73)* 11 4.98(5) .97 .04 .10 
14. ALT 13+ fixed 
anxiety>jealousy 
112.64(78)** 13 16.31(5)** .95 .05 .10 
 










Comparison Statistics for Jealousy/Active Intentions for Dating Anxiety 
Models 
 
χ2 (df) CM ∆χ2 (df) CFI RMSEA SRMR 
1. LCM, full 196.00 (91)*** -- -- .87 .08 .14 
2. Autoregressive, full 186.48(60)*** -- -- .84 .10 .11 
3. ALT, full 86.01 (50)** -- -- .96 .06 .10 
4. ALT, nested LCM 145.61 (74)*** 3 59.60(24)** .91 .07 .10 
5. ALT, no slope 
variance on anxiety 
96.48 (56) 3 10.47(6) .95 .06 .10 
6. ALT, no slope on 
anxiety 
96.89(57)*** 5 0.42(1) .95 .06 .10 
7. ALT 6+ no slope 
variance on jealousy 
116.61(62)*** 6 17.72(5)** .94 .07 .07 
8. ALT 6+ no slope on 
jealousy 
115.13(63)*** 6 18.24(6)** .94 .06 .07 
9. ALT 6+ no residual 
correlations 
188.18(63)*** 6 21.28(6)*** .93 .07 .11 
10. ALT 6+ fixed 
residual correlations 
102.48(62)*** 6 5.59(5) .95 .06 .10 
11. ALT 10 + fixed 
anxiety autoregressions 
110.74(67)*** 10 8.26(5) .95 .06 .10 
12. ALT 11+ fixed 
jealousy autoregressions 
137.96(72)*** 11 27.23(5)*** .92 .07 .09 
13. ALT 11+fixed 
jealousy>anxiety 
117.97(72)*** 11 7.24(5) .94 .06 .10 
14. ALT 13+ fixed 
anxiety>jealousy 
138.24(77)*** 13 20.27(5)*** .92 .06 .12 
 










Comparison Statistics for Compliance/Dating Interactions Anxiety 
Models 
 
χ2 (df) CM ∆χ2 (df) CFI RMSEA SRMR 
1. LCM, full 119.01 (91)* -- -- .96 .04 .08 
2. Autoregressive, full 166.26(60)*** -- -- .84 .10 .12 
3. ALT, full 51.10 (50) -- -- .99 .01 .05 
4. ALT, nested LCM 90.69 (74) 3 39.56(24)* .98 .03 .06 
5. ALT, no slope variance 
on anxiety 
60.88 (56) 3 9.78(6) .99 .02 .05 
6. ALT, no slope on 
anxiety 
63.69(57) 5 2.81(1) .99 .02 .05 
7. ALT 6+ no slope 
variance on compliance 
75.66(62) 6 11.97(5)* .98 .03 .07 
8. ALT 6+ no slope on 
compliance 
75.80(63) 6 12.16(6) .98 .03 .07 
9. ALT 6+ no residual 
correlations 
80.00(63) 6 16.30(6)* .98 .04 .06 
10. ALT 6+ fixed residual 
correlations 
72.70(62) 6 9.01(5) .98 .03 .05 
11. ALT 10+ fixed anxiety 
autoregressions 
79.61(67) 10 6.91(4) .98 .03 .06 
12. ALT 11+ fixed 
compliance 
autoregressions 
90.40(72) 11 10.79(5) .97 .04 .06 
13. ALT 12+fixed 
compliance>anxiety 
96.94(77) 12 6.54 (5) .97 .04 .06 
14. ALT 13+ fixed 
anxiety>compliance 
105.45(82)* 13 8.51(5) .97 .04 .06 
 










Comparison Statistics for Compliance/Active Intentions for Dating Anxiety 
Models 
 
χ2 (df) CM ∆χ2 (df) CFI RMSEA SRMR 
1. LCM, full 171.05 (91)*** -- -- .94 .07 .07 
2. Autoregressive, full 214.73(60)*** -- -- .88 .11 .13 
3. ALT, full 65.75 (50) -- -- .99 .04 .03 
4. ALT, nested LCM 112.67 (74)** 3 
46.91(24)*
* 
.97 .05 .04 
5. ALT, no slope variance 
on anxiety 
72.24 (56) 3 6.49(6) .99 .04 .04 
6. ALT, no slope on 
anxiety 
72.26(57) 5 .02(1) .99 .04 .04 
7. ALT 6+ no slope 
variance on compliance 
82.25(62)* 6 10.00(5) .98 .04 .04 
8. ALT 7+ no slope on 
compliance 
87.37(63)* 7 12.16(6)* .98 .04 .05 
9. ALT 7+ no residual 
correlations 
128.82(68)*** 7 46.57(6)** .96 .07 .05 
10. ALT 7+ fixed residual 
correlations 
88.40(67)* 7 6.15(5) .98 .04 .04 
11. ALT 10+ fixed anxiety 
autoregressions 
97.51(72)* 10 9.11(5) .98 .04 .04 
12. ALT 11+ fixed 
compliance 
autoregressions 
99.69(77)* 11 2.18(5) .98 .04 .04 
13. ALT 12+fixed 
compliance>anxiety 
103.38(82) 12 3.69 (5) .98 .04 .05 
14. ALT 13+ fixed 
anxiety>compliance 
112.34(87)* 13 8.97(5) .98 .04 .05 
 
Note. ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05.  
 
